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About This Game

Welcome to the world of "Umineko When They Cry" (When Seagulls Cry)
Welcome to the Rokkenjima of October 4, 1986.

You have been given a chance to catch a glimpse of the family conference held annually by the Ushiromiya family.

The remaining life in the old family head
who has built up a vast fortune is very slim.

To his children, the greatest point of contention at this family conference
is the distribution of his inheritance.

Everyone desires all that money, no one relents, and no one believes.

Who will gain the old head's vast inheritance?
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Where is the 10 tons of gold that the old head is said to have hidden?

Can the unnerving riddle of the epitaph which is said to point to
the location of that gold be solved?

In the midst of this, a suspicious letter is sent from one claiming to be a witch.

The presence of a 19th person on this island,
which should only have 18, begins to hang in the air.

Brutal murders repeat, and unsolvable riddles are left at the scene.

How many will die? How many will live? Or will everyone die?

Is the culprit one of the 18, or not?

Is the culprit a "human", or a "witch"?

Please, enjoy this isolated island, western mansion,
mystery-suspense gadget of the good old days to the fullest.
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After a extremely slow start, it has probably become one of my favorite reads of all time. Welcome to Rokkenjima, please
enjoy your stay!. Excellent game. However keep in mind that the background images are low-quality photos and don't look that
great.. Stubborn child argues that Santa isn't real, but it's a 50+ hours long over the top anime debate. Whenever the question
"What are the best VNs?" pops up, Umineko is sure to be mentioned.
And after having played it, I can confirm that this is indeed not a wrong assessment!

Technically speaking, this is something called a "sound novel". There are no choices or branching paths or anything. It's
essentially a book with graphics and awesome (it's really super good) music, you only read.

It's also seriously long. Depending on your reading spead, this will probably take 40-80 hours. And it's only part 1! Part 2,
covering the second half of the story is also on Steam, and will take around the same length. Phew.
I definitely think the length is daunting and there are issues with the pacing at times, but at the same time it's also really worth it.
The story is really good.

I don't really want to say much about the story, I think it's best experienced blind, but it's essentially a murder mystery. Given its
length there is definitely much more going on though :P

There's a mod that adds the voice acting and (optionally) the sprites from the PS3 version. Very recommended, the
performances are amazing and add a lot.
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